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I have always been fascinated by
Japanese gardens. This kind of garden
combines the basic elements of plants,
water, and rocks with simple, clean lines
to create a tranquil retreat. A Japanese
garden is highly effective in confined
spaces, such as a small backyard patio.
They create a tranquil, Zen sanctuary. The
way these various elements are employed
in relation to one another brings about a
miniaturized version of nature. A
Japanese-style garden is worth
considering. These low-maintenance
spaces largely consist of hard landscaping
embellished with plants, water features
and ornaments.

Japanese style
gardens should be
given a simple,
structural backbone.
Avoid straight lines and
symmetry, as seen in some formal styles,
going for something far more
asymmetrical and uncluttered. These
types of gardens are largely inspired by
nature, so a dry gravel path can be used
to represent a meandering river and a
carefully placed boulder, stands in for a
mountain. As with other types of garden,
using planting or structures to divide it
into different ‘rooms’, for eating, relaxing
and even meditating, if that’s your thing.

One of the first things to do in designing
a Japanese garden is to use
a fence to block views of the
outside world from your
garden and create an
inviting entrance to draw
visitors to your oasis. For a
vegetative enclosure, the
fine texture of bamboo
makes a dense screen and
evokes the feeling of the
Orient. Black bamboo
(Phyllostachys nigra) grows
in U.S. Department of
Agriculture plant hardiness
zones 7 to 10 and is
particularly exotic with its
smooth black canes.

Japanese gardens use a
restrained aesthetic, even
incorporating unplanted
beds of sand and rock as a
(con't on page 4)
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Save the Dates:

May 17th HCMGMeeting : Bob Ericson
(Rain Water)

June 21st HCMGMeeting : Sharon St John
(Landscape Design)

July 19th HCMGMeeting : Joey
(Glenda Mays Day Lily Farm)
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DREAM Garden Update
by Jacob Cole, 2016 HCMG Intern

Hello Master Gardeners! Spring is upon us, and with
springtime comes new life in our gardens. This is

especially
evident at
DREAM
Garden
out at the
East Texas

Arboretum. If you have been to the athe DREAM
garden recently, you would have seen the explosion
of blooms. From roses and poppies to salvias and
others plants, the spectrum of colors at the dream
garden is impressive. I have been to the DREAM
garden several times in the past month and I have
seen everything start to come alive and begin to
bloom, attracting pollinators and people alike.

The beauty of this garden is the result of lots of hard
work by many people within the Henderson County
Master Gardener organization.. Weeding and
trimming goes on every Monday, as well as a variety
of many other tasks. As an intern Master Gardener, I
have learned a lot about the plants and weeds that
we have at the dream garden. It always makes me
laugh that sometimes the" weeds" are valuable plants

that have outgrown their
space. We often dig those
pesky new upstarts up and
repot them. It is always a time of
fellowship though, with much
discussion about plants and other subjects.

Some things we have been working on in the

DREAM garden are weeding and covering the garden
in mulch. My family has been working on getting the
bees into their observation hive across the way as
well. We have been labeling the new plants in the
garden so the visitors know what they are looking at!
All Master Gardeners are invited, and encouraged to
come out and helps us, someone is there Monday
mornings from 8:00 to noon in the morning.

To find out more about the Arboretum events
check out :

http://www.easttexasarboretum.org

A few recent views while at the Dream Garden on Monday Morning!
All Master Gardners are invited to join us to help, snack and visit!! Weed
pulling is in full swing, as well as labeling plants as they begin to flourish!
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motif rather than a display of flowers. Plant life in a Japanese
garden should be minimal and restrained in form. Use species
that have a constant architectural form throughout the seasons,
such as Japanese maples. Plant the maple in a pot if needed,
using a container of at least 15 gallons to support its growth.
Bamboos, fatsia and nandina provide year round interest, while
rhododendrons, camellias and flowering cherries add a splash
of color in spring. Under plant with hardy begonias, farfugium,
hostas and other perennials.

A key element in Japanese Zen garden style is creating
vignettes that can't be viewed all at once. A winding path
should lead the eye past the garden art and beckons the viewer
to see what's around the next corner. Make the whole garden a
mixture of little rooms full of mystery.

The use of asymmetrical balance and design elements are the
underlying themes of Japanese garden design. Natural wood
color is preferred over paints and stains; using reclaimed
lumber with a gray, weathered look fits the style perfectly.

A Japanese garden is incomplete without the element of water.
A simple, ornamental basin at ground level will suit this design
style. Use a tiny pump to keep the water fresh, but set it up to
minimize the sound of splashing. At most, plant mosses and
ferns around the water feature. Koi ponds are another very
common water element of Japanese gardens. They represent
lakes or seas, bringing color and life to the garden. Japanese
bamboo water features are placed in gardens to scare away
birds and animals that may do damage to the garden. The
crashing sound of water flowing onto rocks or water is a scare
tactic.

The use of stone
ornaments is another
element used often.
One of these ornaments
can be a bridge. They are
used to connect the land so
one can move about the
garden freely. Bridges can be made of wood or
stone and can be simple or elaborate. Japanese gardens use all
different shapes and sizes of Japanese lanterns, but they are
typically always created in stone. They are carefully placed
within the garden at select locations, usually on islands or next
to important buildings, to provide light and add beauty to the
space. Consider a precast concrete or ceramic Japanese lantern
adjacent to the water feature to further accentuate the Asian
ambiance. Because Japanese gardeners believe nature is
asymmetrical, stones are always grouped in uneven numbers.
Like plants, rocks have a face, a front and a backside. Placing a
rock several inches into the ground makes it look more natural,
as if it is jutting up out of the earth. Sculptures, birdbaths and
granite basins are all worth considering, but the most essential
is a stone lantern. Known as a toro, they’ve been a feature of
Japanese gardens for centuries and were originally used to
illuminate the entrances to shrines and temple.

Creating a beautiful Japanese garden in your home doesn’t
require a huge amount of space; it only requires the use of
these elements, no matter how large or small they may be.
With these elements in place, the garden echoes a Japanese
landscape. With some greenery and finishing touches, the
garden is transformed into an ideal space for reflection and
meditation.

President's Message
by Yvonne Sparks, HCMG

2017 Officers
President : Yvonne Sparks
VP Program & Administration Jeanne Brown
VP Member & Community Education Linda Schafer
Secretary Linda Bellsner
Treasurer Kathi-Murphy Boley
Historian Cherie Tanneberger
Parliamentarian Lyndon Patrick
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The ad for HCMGA's 2017 Platinum Sponsor, Cedar Lake Home Health and Hospice, was inadvertently left out of the
booklet of the Spring Conference. HCMGA deeply regrets our mistake and appreciates the graciousness of this sponsor to

allow us to display the ad here.
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Diamond
Syler Veterinary Clinic
TVEC Charitable Foundation
Paula & Jack Winter
Sara & Rik Drummond

Platinum
Athens Farm & Garden
Athens Roofing Company LLC
Cedar Lake Home Health & Hospice
Cedar Lake Nursing Home
Citizens National Bank
Cole Air Conditioning & Appliance Co
Come & Take It
Earth & Stone Company
El San Luis Mexican Café
First State Bank
Lona Mauk – State Farm
McDade’s Nursery
Prosperity Bank
Reynolds New York Store
Rosenberg’s Outdoor Designs LLC
Sherwin-Williams
Tidmore Inc
Whataburger

Gold
Ag-Power
Beyond the Garden Gate
Cedar Creek Lakehouse
Deep Roots CSA
El Arroyo Modern-Mexican Kitchen
Lisa Jones – Animal Medical Clinic
Mr & Mrs Allen Boswell
Railway Café
Reigning Jewels Fine Jewelry
Tilo’s Cuisine & Bakery

Silver
3 P’s in a Vine
Ag Services
Blue Moon Gardens
Cedar Creek Veterinary Clinic
Chasing Rabbits
Dana’s Natural Health Market
Decorating Den Interiors
Heaton Eye Associates
Holder Hill Farm
Hunan Buffet
Malakoff Nursery & Garden Center
Pandora’s Box
Phoenix Landscape Services
Platinum Cottages LLC
SMS Computers
Teague Chevrolet-Buick
Texas Insurance Agency Inc
The Escape Massage Therapy Oasis
Tri-County Ford

Bronze
Athens Cleaners & Laundry
East Texas Arboretum
Expressions Florist
Mabank Floral & Gifts
Morton Small Animal Clinic
San Pedro’s Mexican Restaurant
The Frame House
Wagon Wheel Antique Mall
Yvonne & Danny Sparks

Thank you to each and every
sponsor!! We could not do what

we do all year long for the
Henderson County community

without your support!!

Thank you to our Spring Conference
Sponsors!!
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Long Life Salad adapted from
Phat Bite from Triple D

1 Bunch Kale, Cleaned Chopped
2 cup cooked mixed beans
1 cup cooked quinoa
1 cup peeled, diced mango
1 Cup of Dried cranberries
1 Cup of Pecans, Chopped

Dressing for me was more about taste:
1 Cup of Fresh Squeezed Lemon Juice (Juice of 3
Lemons)
½ Cup of a Coconut oil (you can warm it to liquify it
then let it cool or leave it solid if it doesn’t bother you.
I left mine solid it was no problem to me)
½ Cup of Orange Juice
½ Cup of Orange Peel (yes do this)
¼ Cup of Rice Wine Vinegar
1 Tablespoon of Lemon Zest
1.5 inch Piece of Ginger, Peeled & Chopped
Squirt of honey (optional)
Salt & Pepper

Instructions
To Prepare the Salad:
In a large bowl, combine all the ingredients.
Add dressing.
Toss to combine
For the Dressing:
Place everything in a blender or food processor.
Blend until liquified.
Add salt to bring out the flavor, to taste.
Pour over salad ingredients.

Recipe Corner : Kale Salad
by Janelle Cole, HCMG
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Your home will become a natural haven when
planted with techniques using
Earth-Kind Landscaping.
The Earth-KindR Texas
AgriLife Extension Service
approach to landscaping can
make it easy and fun for you
and your family. And, one of
the benefits is that you will be
able to attract butterflies and
other pollinators to watch.
Having a garden that attracts

butterflies is a rewarding experience. They are such
delicate insects with their beautiful wings and petite
bodies floating through the air.

Earth-Kind gardening uses research-proven
techniques to protect and preserve the land’s natural
resources and our environment. The principal goals
are water and energy conservation; the safe use and
handling of fertilizers and pesticides; and the
reduction of yard wastes into landfills. Planting
native nectar plants and well adapted shrubs and
trees will encourage the butterflies’ life cycle and
make your landscaping easy to maintain.

A few facts about butterflies. Their life cycle has
four stages. Their antennae are the primary sense of
smell and they can sense wind, nectar, scents and
even mates through them. Butterflies use their
proboscis as a tongue to sip nectar. They use their
legs and feet for taste. They need sun to warm their
bodies, shady areas to rest and water to sip.

Nectar plants that attract butterflies in our area are
passionflower (Passiflora incarnate); lantana (Lantana
New Gold or Weeping Lavender are favored),
purple coneflower (Echinacea purpurea); Turk’s Cap
(Malvavisus drummondii); Indian blanket (Gaillardia
Pulchella); Rose verbena (Glandularia Canadensis); and
black-eyed susan (Rudbeckia hirta). Even planting
something as simple as a zinnia (Zinnia sp) will bring
many butterflies to your yard.

Shrubs and trees include
Chaste Tree (Vitex agnus-
castus); butterfly bush (Buddleia
spp); Texas sage (Salvia greggii); crape
myrtle (Lagerstromia) and Rose of Sharon (Hibiscus
syriacus).

Native milkweed species
are especially needed for
Monarch butterflies.
The use of herbicides
and frequent mowing
has reduced monarch
populations. Mexican
milkweed (Ascepias
curassavica) and green
milkweed (asclepias
viridis) are host plants for caterpillars. Additionally,
you can create “Monarch Way stations” in any small
area to provide nectar sources and shelter to protect
monarchs as they migrate through Texas. For more
information about creating these habitats, check
www.MonarchWatch.org, or your local Master
Gardener organization.

Another benefit from planting using the Earth-Kind
approach is that you will attract honeybees, bumble
bees and hummingbirds to your sanctuary.
Hummingbirds are attracted to tubular flowers like
salvia, coral honeysuckle (lonicera sempervirens) and
trumpet creeper (Campis radicans).

There are numerous other plants, shrubs and trees
that can be used. A visit to the Dream Garden in the
East Texas Arboretum will give you a visual of how
beautiful and easy it can be to plant Texas natives.
To learn more, contact the Master Gardeners of
Henderson County at hendersonCMGA@gmail.com,
call 903-675-6130, or visit www.henderson-co-tx-
mg.org. Also, the Texas A&M System AgriLife
Extension provides more information at
EarthKind.tamu.edu.

Earth-Kind Landscaping-Butterflies are Free
by Claudia Durham, 2016 HCMG Intern
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Blue Bonnets
by David Bickerstaff, HCMG Intern

Welcome to the rock star of the Texas flowers, the
bluebonnet.

The bluebonnet is not only the official state flower, Texas
has also other official bluebonnet designations:

• Bluebonnet Tartan- Tartan refers to fabric
woven into plaid patterns which represent clans,
families or regions in Scotland
• Bluebonnet Song (lyrics are attached)
• Bluebonnet City (Ennis, Texas)
• Bluebonnet Festival (Chappell Hill
Bluebonnet Festival) - Chappell Hill is located
northwest of Houston (close to Brenham).
• and Bluebonnet Trail (also in Ennis)- over
40 miles of mapped driving Bluebonnet Trails

The bluebonnet, Lupinus subcarnosus, (commonly called
‘buffalo clover’ at the time) was designated as the state
flower back in 1901. The designation as the state flower
was achieved after a heavy debate against the cotton boll
and cactus. The National Society of Colonial Dames of
America in Texas championed the bluebonnet designation.
On and off for the next 70 years a debate ensued over the
designation. Some people thought that the variety selected
was the least attractive variety of the Texas bluebonnets.
In 1971 the legislature included the Lupinus texensis and
‘any other variety of bluebonnet not heretofore recorded’.

The bluebonnet is in the legume or pea family of plants.
There are at least six species of bluebonnets growing in
Texas (all of which are included in the state flower
designation), two of which are found growing naturally in
Texas and no other place in the world.

Shortly after the Texas Highway Department was organized
in 1917, officials noted that wildflowers were among the
first vegetation to reappear at roadside cuts and fills. In
1932, the department hired its first landscape architect, to
maintain, preserve and encourage wildflowers and other
native plants along rights of way. Today, they purchase and
sow about 30,000 pounds of wildflower seeds each year.

Question for the group: Is it illegal to pick bluebonnets? No.
This is a common myth and while it is discouraged, it is not
illegal.

Planting bluebonnets

Fall is the time to plant bluebonnets
seeds to have flowers next spring. In
nature, bluebonnet seeds germinate in
September and/or October during the fall rains.
Since the seed pods are very hard, you should purchase
acid scarified seed to assure a high germination rate. Acid
scarified seeds are briefly soaked in acid to soften the seed
coat. Properly scarified bluebonnet seeds will germinate
within 10 days after planting in a moist soil. It is essential
that you have good seed-soil contact. Hand broadcasting is
the simplest seeding method and then press into the seeds
into the soil or walk over the area.

In non-irrigated areas, plant wildflowers in full sun where
you do not need to mow until the seeds mature and drop.
The seeds pods will burst open and the seeds fall to the
ground several weeks after the flowers fade or collect and
store the seeds to plant in the fall.

As a general rule, you don’t need to fertilize your
bluebonnets and may result in leggy plants with more
leaves than blooms. Mow the area six to eight weeks after
flowering which will allow the plants to reseed for next
year.

Along with a copy of this paper, I am providing you with a
packet of blueberry seeds. Go plant some bluebonnets and
enjoy the rock star of Texas flowers!

References:

1. “Bluebonnets- Texas State Flower Song Lyrics”-

http:/www.statesymbolsusa.orgsymbol-official-item/texas/state-song/bluebonnets

2.“How to Grow Bluebonnets”- Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center. www.wildflower.org

3.“Fall is the time to plant bluebonnets” – Texas A&M Research and Extension Center at

Dallas. https://dallas.tamu.edu/news/2010/fall-is-the-time-to-plant-bluebonnets/

4.“Texas Bluebonnets- Texas Pride” – Texas Cooperative Extension

http://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu

5.“Planting Bluebonnets”- Texas Department of Transportation.

http://www.txdot.gov/inside-txdot/division/maintenance/wildflower-program/planting-

bluebonnets.html

6.“Wildflower Program”- Texas Department of Transportation.

http://www.txdot.gov/inside-txdot/division/maintenance/wildflower-program.html
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HaOne of the most confusing aspects of gardening
is the feeding of plants. The numbers themselves
are confusing as is the determination of how much
of what to apply to keep your soil and plants
happy. There are several issues to keep in mind
when sorting out how to address this problem.

One of the biggest issues that face gardeners is the
one of scale. Most of the serious information about
fertilization relates to large-scale farming. Once
you get a handle on the scale you are working

with, the
numbers
become much
less
intimidating.
To begin with,
let’s talk about
your garden
size. A soil test
analysis

usually makes
recommendations based on
1000 square feet. Using
basic geometry, you realize
that this is a garden that is 25
feet by 40 feet or some
equivalent to that. Length times
width tells you how many square feet
your garden is. A raised bed based on four-foot by
eight-foot lumber is 32 square feet and so forth.

The second issue is to realize that all nutrients are
usually presented on the packaging as a
percentage; that is the percent by weight.
Therefore, a bag of fertilizer labeled 10-10-10
contains 10% each of nitrogen, phosphorous, and
potassium. A 50-pound bag of this fertilizer will
contain 5 pounds each of these three nutrients. A
common recommendation for this area is to apply
around 1 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet of
garden. (Con't on page 11)

Understanding Feeding the Plants
Robert Erickson, HCMG

Check us out online :
http://www.facebook.com/HCmastergardener

or
http://henderson-co-tx-mg.org

* Keep up with our calendar of talks around the
county! *
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You would need to apply 1/5 of the bag or five
pounds of fertilizer to provide one pound of
nitrogen to 1000 square feet. If you have one
raised bed of 32 square feet, you quickly discover
that you might be applying only a cup or two of the
fertilizer to satisfy the requirement for nitrogen
because that works out to be about 1/8 of a pound
of the fertilizer. The same applies for the other
nutrients.

The other issue to be aware of is that there are two
classes of nutrients. Macronutrients include
Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potassium plus
Calcium and others. These are usually applied in
pounds per 1000 square feet of garden. The other
nutrients are called Micronutrients. These are
applied in very small quantities, often less than a
pound per acre. As a general statement, if you are
applying compost or manure to your garden, you
probably don’t need to add micronutrients. They
are available in the soil and other organic
materials. In large-scale operations, micronutrients
may need to be added if tests show that they are
required.

Finally, the issue of organic or non-organic
nutrients needs to be addressed. Without opening a
very acrid debate, organic nutrients come directly
from natural materials such as manure and

compost plus some mined materials. Non-organic
nutrients are typically manufactured and processed
material. It is important to realize that the actual
nutrient that plants need is neither organic nor non-
organic; they are all basic chemical elements.
However, they must be in a compound form,

which will allow the plant to access them when
needed. This is where much of the confusion
arises.

In organic sources, these nutrients are usually
available in
small
quantities
(typically
around 1-2%
by weight) and
they are
generally
slowly released
to the plants.
As a result, you
require a larger
volume of material in the garden to provide the
necessary nutrients. Manure and compost also
provide organic matter, which helps to make the
soil more viable for the plants to grow in. Non-
Organic nutrients tend to be very quick release,
require a smaller volume of material, and generally
contain none of the micronutrients or add organic
mater to the soil.

Returning to the discussion about scale, if 100
pounds of compost supplies the nutrients for a
1000 square foot garden, you would need about
4400 pounds of compost to feed an acre.
Therefore, a 100-acre farm would require 100-
times as much compost or 440,000 pounds to
provide the nutrients necessary. That illustrates
the importance of understanding scale. On a small
scale, compost is very viable but not necessarily so
for a larger operation.

Ultimately, the goal is to feed the garden to allow
the plants to reach their maximum potential.
Failure to properly feed plants means reduced crop
yields, fruit size, and less than desirable quality.
Determining how much feed is required takes a
few moments but will lead to better long term
results than just guessing at how much to apply.
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Thinking about becoming a Master Gardener? Want
to know if you would have fun if you took the plunge?
Writers laugh at the sentence, “a good time was had
by all”, because it is generally used as a filler, with no
proof that a good time was had, much less by all.

However, there is always an exception. Take, for
instance, our last Henderson County Master Gardener
regular monthly meeting. Before the meeting, snacks
were served and we mingled amongst ourselves. This
is a great way to get to know the other Master
Gardeners, talk about gardening or other subjects,
and catch up with each other. Among waves, smiles,
hellos, how-do-you-do’s, and a few hugs, I spoke with
Master Gardener Lois Mallette about her May 16th
presentation, “Cooking with Flowers”, to be held at the
Clint W. Murchison Memorial Library.

(After the meeting, I spoke with another Master
Gardener about skin problems and got some very
insightful and helpful information. This group is made
up of very wise and knowledgeable people, and their
wisdom is not limited to gardening.)

During announcements, intern Claudia Durham read a
creative, comical poem she had written about the
upcoming Fall Conference to be held October 26
(mark your calendars!).

Our group was feeling a little rambunctious that day,
and President Yvonne Sparks had to jokingly “bring
out the gavel” a couple of times while committee
members talked to the group about all that was
needed to make this year’s Plant Sale a success.

(Our sale was held three days
after the meeting, and yes, it was a
success! Many thanks to everyone
that came.)

Although we usually have a speaker, this month,
Master Gardener Nancy Martin showed a video on
keyhole gardening. While informative, the video was
also amusing, and there were many laughs and
humorous remarks made by the Master Gardeners in
the audience. That’s not to say we didn’t learn about
keyhole gardening - we did. We usually learn
something new related to gardening every month.

If you are interested in becoming a Master Gardener, I
hope you will consider it. There are many reasons to
become a Master Gardener. You may want to join to
make additional friends, to share your passion of
gardening with others, to learn more about gardening,
or any other number of reasons.

Master Gardeners are required to acquire volunteer as
well as continuing education hours. Presentations at
the monthly meetings help meet the CEU requirement.
We are also required to attend a certain number of
meetings every year. That is usually not a problem,
as most of us look forward to our meetings, seeing
each other, talking about gardening, learning
something new, volunteering in the different capacities
that are needed, and yes, really and truly, “having a
good time by all”. I hope you’ll consider becoming a
Master Gardener, too.

For a Good Time… Join Us!

by Lydia Holley (HCMG)

Joke Time by Eli Cole:
What is a Gardener's Favorite Tree?

A Pantry
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In case you missed it : Farm Bureau helps
South Athens Elementary

Henderson County Farm Bureau President
Sam Scott (far right) presents a check for
$500 to members of the Texas Master
Gardner association that maintains the
garden at South Athens Elementary.
Henderson County master gardeners teach
students there about planting, caring for and
harvesting from gardens. Because of
construction at the campus, the garden was
recently displaced, and dozens of large
containers
are being
used in its
place.

When
construction
wraps in the
summer,
raised beds
will be
installed.
The school
will pay for
materials for the beds, such as the lumber.
The funds from the farm bureau will
purchase the many yards of compost

required. Pictured with
Mr. Scott are (from left)
Jacob Cole, master
gardener intern, and Peter
Cole, Bill Hancock and
Marie Hancock, all master
gardeners. (Toni Garrard Clay/
AISD)

In other South Athens Garden News, Peter
and Jacob Cole have been helping teach
along with Bill Hancock. THeir most
recent lessons were on earthworms and
their benefit to the garden!

There is still lots of construction going on,
and we are anxious to get back into our
space and start preparing for the new
garden!
Meanwhile, the potatoes are growing, and
the kids are looking forward to harvesting
in May. Jacob Cole will be teaching in
May as well, about water conservation.

Master Gardeners are invited to join us on
Thursday mornings as we continue to teach
about nutrition, gardening and other
beneficials!!

South Athens Children's Garden Report
by Janelle Cole HCMG
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More than 250 people were made privy
to the dark little secrets of the plant
kingdom on March 30, at the 17th

Annual Spring Conference and
Fundraiser for the Henderson County
Master Gardener Association, held at
the Hart-Morris Conservation Center.

The New York Times best-selling
author, Amy Stewart, cited history,
medicine, science and legend to present
tales of bloodcurdling botany that
entertained, alarmed and enlightened
all present. Her narrative comes from
her book “Wicked Plants: The Weed
That Killed Lincoln’s Mother & Other
Botanical Atrocities”, which presents an
A to Z list of plants that kill, maim,
intoxicate and otherwise offend.

Proceeds from the event
will help fund the
educational projects and
programs of Master Gardeners for the
community and allow them to fulfill
their mission: to provide the members
of our community with the relevant
research-based information they need
for successful, sustainable and healthy
gardening.

We are also very thankful for all the
support of those who bought tickets for

door prizes. We had several handsome
men helping out with the modelling of
our priozes!! We were able to send
three very excited winners home with
some wonderful gardening tools!

Spring Conference Report
by Paula Winter HCMG

CONGRATULATIONS
to

Tamara Rains
winner of the 45 minute consultation
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You know the many ways the members of
Henderson County Master Gardeners serve
all over Henderson County and beyond, but
one of our members will be going far beyond
those boundaries to take his teaching to the
road!

Jacob Cole is a 16 year old intern from the
2016 class. He will be travelling at the end of
May to Malawi Africa for the month of June;
while there he is going to share his knowledge
about beekeeping to a group of locals, as well
as keyhole gardening, rocket stove building,
and rainwater catchment systems.

This is Jacob's first mission trip, first trip
overseas and he is travelling without his
family! Needless to say, he is super excited!
Jacob is going with a family friend who
started up a Mission Program called the
Elephant. This group is going to plan a long

term presence in Malawi
teaching beekeeping,
gradening, and helping in
other areas as well.

You may have seen Jacob teaching
at the library, Keep Athens Beautiful, the East
Texas Arboretum or even Kiwanis or Rotary
club in the past. In fact, he has travelled all
over East Texas as the East Texas Beekeepers
Association Ambassador teaching all about
honey bees for the past 18 months, so
teaching is not new to him.
He is excited about the chance to use the
skills he has learned to help teach people here
or in Africa!

Meanwhile, stay tuned to hear all about his
trip in our next newsletter!! Also, please
keep his trip in your prayers!

Jacob's BIG Adventure
by Janelle Cole (HCMG)


